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Brand Disruption 2023

Four Key 

Disruptions

1) Welcome to

H-Commerce: Growth 

Powered by the Fusion 

of Online and Offline 

Shopping

2) A Seismic Shift: 

The Explosion of the 

Creator Economy

and Redefining 

“Must-See TV”

4) The Privacy Priority: 

Real-World 

Repercussions for All

3) Beyond The Hype: 

The Metaverse Will 

Be a Shopping 

Medium



Disruption #1

Welcome to H-Commerce: 
Growth Powered by the 
Fusion of Online and 
Offline Shopping
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Welcome to H-Commerce: Key Themes

AR / VR

BOPIS /

Curbside

Pickup

The Creator

Economy

On-Demand 

Delivery

1. Continued e-commerce growth combined with the 

resurgence of in-store shopping has ushered in the 

era of hybrid shopping—or "H-commerce.”

2. Not to be confused with omnichannel, H-commerce 

is defined by the fusion of online and offline 

shopping.

3. Established and direct-to-consumer (DTC) brands 

are recalibrating their go-to-market strategies to 

meet the expectations of the H-commerce shopper.

4. Brands and retailers are investing in technology to 

provide seamless H-commerce shopping 

experiences.
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• E-commerce now accounts for 33-60% of all sales in six of the largest consumer categories
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$1T+

Millions Yearly U.S. E-commerce Sales

2022

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, 8/19/22; eMarketer, 6/1/22

U.S. e-commerce sales have nearly doubled since 2019 and continue to exceed 
pre-pandemic projections

https://www.census.gov/retail/index.html#mrts
https://forecasts-na1.emarketer.com/584b26021403070290f93a2d/5851918a0626310a2c186abb
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• In addition, as a contrast to the last 5 years, 2021 saw more stores opened than closed

Yearly U.S. Brick-and-Mortar Sales Growth RatesGrowth Rate $5.6T

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, 8/19/22; BCG, 7/21/22; ISCS, 7/7/22; Footwear News, 7/7/22; Retail Dive, 1/31/22

However, in-store shopping is also on the rebound—brick-and-mortar spending 
in 2021 exceeded 2019 levels

7%

4%
3% 3%

1%
2%

3% 3%
2%

-2%

18%

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

https://www.census.gov/retail/index.html#mrts
https://www.bcg.com/publications/2022/win-the-town-the-new-strategy-for-retailers
https://www.icsc.com/news-and-views/icsc-exchange/retailers-will-open-way-more-u.s.-stores-in-2022-than-they-close-plus-5-ten
https://footwearnews.com/2022/business/retail/store-openings-outpace-closures-dollar-general-1203309600/
https://www.retaildive.com/news/as-2022-kicks-off-store-closures-are-down-65-coresight/618020/
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Hybrid   75%

Sources: Criteo, 3/1/22; Yahoo!, 1/12/22; Avionos, 2022

Hybrid shopping—or "H-commerce"—is flourishing: Three in four consumers 
shop with a fusion of online and offline tactics

• 77% of consumers now research online,

purchase offline (ROPO)

• Nearly six in 10 (58%) consumers now make 

purchases on their phones while in a store from 

another retailer’s website vs. 42% in 2019

• More than half (51%) of consumers now make

purchases on their phones while in a store from 

that retailer’s website vs. 38% in 2019

• 4 in 10 consumers leverage buy-online-pickup-

in-store (BOPIS) or curbside pickup 

27%

27%

34%

41%

Returned an online purchase in-store

Purchased an item online tried or tested
in-store

Purchased an item in-store initially
discovered online

Purchased an item online for in-store or
curbside pickup

Top Shopping Habits from the Past 6 Months

https://www.criteo.com/blog/hybrid-channel-future-of-shopping/
https://www.yahoo.com/now/u-consumers-embrace-hybrid-shopping-140000593.html
https://www.avionos.com/2022-consumer-data-study-hybrid-is-here-to-stay/
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Channels used by consumers across the following shopping phases (select up to 3)

From discovery to purchase, the consumer journey is hybrid

< 27% Hybrid

< 28% Online

< 45% In-store

Learn Visit Storefront Make Purchase

< Physical      < Hybrid      < Digital

< 10% Professional reviews

< 20% Consumer reviews

< 29% Friends/family

< 33% Marketplace

< 32% Social Media

< 38% In-store

< 42% Website

< 6% Chat

< 8% Interactive TV

< 10% Social media

< 11% Voice device

< 14% Call/place order

< 42% Website

< 50% Mobile app

< 65% In-store

Source: NRF & IBM, 1/13/22

https://nrf.com/research/consumers-want-it-all
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H-commerce portfolios are being built by both established CPGs and DTCs—
via M&A, expansion into brick-and-mortar, and subscription offerings

Established CPGs Acquire 

and Develop DTC Brands

DTC Brands Expand into 

Brick & Mortar

Established CPGs Create 

DTC Brands & Services

Sources: BCG & IRI, 2/16/22; Kraft Heinz, 12/10/21; Hershey, 12/14/21; Modern Retail, 9/20/22; 8/10/22; 6/28/22; 6/21/22; Colgate-Palmolive, 3/15/21; Pepsico, 

5/11/20; Adweek, 6/4/21

https://www.iriworldwide.com/en-us/insights/publications/cpg-growth-leaders-2021
https://ir.kraftheinzcompany.com/news-releases/news-release-details/kraft-heinz-announces-agreement-acquire-majority-stake-just
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/hershey-completes-acquisition-of-dots-pretzels-and-pretzels-inc-301444471.html
https://www.modernretail.co/marketing/dtc-briefing-how-belliwelli-is-using-customers-to-aid-its-national-retail-launch/
https://www.modernretail.co/marketing/why-omsom-rebranded-its-packaging-for-its-retail-debut/
https://www.modernretail.co/startups/how-cookie-dough-brand-deuxs-social-media-strategy-helped-it-land-retail-partnerships/
https://www.modernretail.co/startups/how-supplements-brand-rae-wellness-is-charting-out-its-brick-and-mortar-strategy/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/colgate-palmolive-introduces-a-new-approach-to-oral-beauty-rooted-in-self-care-and-self-expression-with-co-by-colgate-301247264.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/pepsico-launches-new-direct-to-consumer-offerings-to-deliver-food--beverage-products-and-meet-increased-demand-amid-pandemic-301056539.html
https://www.adweek.com/commerce/snacks-com-is-showing-frito-lay-what-shoppers-actually-want/
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Now valued at $250 million, 

Nuggs went from DTC-only 

to ghost kitchens to 

offline within three years of 

its launch in 2019.

Launched in 2019, Pop Up Grocer 

went from pop-up-only to permanent 

storefront + DTC in three years by 

enabling over 600 small brands to 

avoid mass market store costs and 

challenging DTC economics.

Following a three-year revenue growth 

of nearly 12,000% after its 2015 

launch, Your Super expanded into 

brick-and-mortar in 2022 (Target, CVS, 

Sprouts, and The Vitamin Shoppe) and 

expects to achieve profitability this year 

as well.

Successful DTCs are now moving fast to offer H-commerce formats

Sources: Modern Retail, 8/30/22; Fast Company, 3/18/22; 3/26/21; Insider, 4/26/22; Your Super, 8/19/21; Pop Up Grocer via Facebook

https://www.modernretail.co/operations/dtc-briefing-what-pop-up-grocers-expansion-says-about-the-evolution-of-grocery/
https://www.fastcompany.com/90717458/most-innovative-companies-consumer-goods-2022
https://www.fastcompany.com/90618249/nuggs-tesla-chicken-ludicrous-growth-ghost-kitchens-simulate
https://www.businessinsider.com/dtc-wellness-brand-your-super-pivots-to-wholesale-eyeing-profits-2022-4
https://www.prweb.com/releases/your_super_ranks_no_25_on_the_2021_inc_5_000_fastest_growing_companies_list/prweb18141988.htm#:~:text=Super%20Ranks%20No.-,25%20on%20the%202021%20Inc.,%2470%20Million%20in%202020%20Revenue
https://www.facebook.com/popupgrocer/photos/pcb.1176671083063236/1176670819729929/
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Sources: CB Insights, 8/16/22; CNBC, 7/25/22; Modern Retail, 6/15/22; 3/1/22; Percelmonitor, 5/11/22; Macy’s, 3/15/22

Established brands and retailers are clawing their way back to the new normal—
one modeled on H-commerce

Target is investing $5 billion in its 

brick-and-mortar stores and 

fulfillment operations to power 

hybrid shopping—following a 

year of 13% sales growth largely 

driven by same-day fulfillment 

services which enables 

shoppers to pick-up products in 

store or receive delivery at home.

Sephora’s mobile app uses tech 

to recognize when consumers 

enter their stores and provides 

relevant location information 

including a store map, deals, and 

suggestions. Users can also 

access the information on their 

app when leaving the store and 
leverage a virtual try-on feature. 

Macy’s new “Own Your Style” 

platform has both online and in-

store components: An online hub 

with a personalized dashboard 

capability and in-store digital 

screens to offer style inspiration 

and recommendations and 

monthly pavilions with curated 
merchandise.

https://app.cbinsights.com/research/unilever-strategy-map-acquisitions-investments-partnerships
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/25/target-chases-bigger-e-commerce-profits-with-new-delivery-hubs-fleet-of-drivers.html
https://www.modernretail.co/startups/after-selling-a-majority-stake-to-unilever-nutrafol-looks-to-new-products-and-retail-expansion-for-growth/
https://www.modernretail.co/retailers/target-announces-plans-to-invest-5b-mainly-in-stores-as-same-day-services-drive-growth/
https://www.parcelmonitor.com/insights/top-omnichannel-retailers-2022
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220315005953/en/
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• Augmented reality (AR) shopping technology is a 

$2 billion market projected to grow 30x by 2031

• Nine in 10 Americans currently use or consider 

using AR for shopping as interest is both cross-

generational and cross-category

• 250 million+ users have engaged with Snap's AR 

shopping lenses 5 billion+ times

Augmented reality shopping tech is a key H-commerce enabler by fusing online 
functionality with offline tactile sensibilities

$2

$61

2021 2031

Global AR in Retail Market, in Billions

CAGR:

41.4%

https://www.retaildive.com/news/shoppers-who-use-ar-less-likely-to-return-purchases-snap/625761/
https://blog.google/products/ads-commerce/resilience-results-reinvention-google-marketing-live/
https://www.modernretail.co/platforms/snapchat-is-doubling-down-on-commerce-features/
https://newsroom.snap.com/sps2022arshopping/
https://www.theverge.com/2022/4/28/23046385/snap-dress-up-ar-shopping
https://techcrunch.com/2022/01/26/snap-upgrades-its-ar-shopping-features-with-real-time-pricing-more-product-details/
https://www.globenewswire.com/en/news-release/2022/09/01/2508293/0/en/Augmented-Reality-in-Retail-Market-to-Reach-61-3-billion-by-2031-Allied-Market-Research.html
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• Walmart acquires tech company MemoMi to build 

an arsenal of cross-category, virtual, AR try-ons; 

MemoMi has powered digital measurements for all 

Walmart and Sam’s Optical customers across 3,300 

stores since 2019

• Amazon launches an AR-based virtual try-on 

tool for shoes from brands such as Puma, 

Reebok, Adidas, New Balance, and more

• Pinterest debuts an AR try-on tool for home 

décor which lets users preview furnishings from 

retailers such as Walmart, West Elm, Wayfair, 

Crate and Barrel, and CB2 in their home

Sources: Modern Retail, 5/21/22; Snap 4/28/22; The Verge, 4/28/22; Tech Crunch, 1/26/22; Engadget, 6/22/22; Tech Radar, 6/22/22; Retail Dive, 6/9/22; 2/1/22; CB Insights, 7/1/22

Retailers, brands, and platforms are innovating and implementing AR to 
provide seamless H-commerce experiences

https://www.modernretail.co/platforms/snapchat-is-doubling-down-on-commerce-features/
https://newsroom.snap.com/sps2022arshopping/
https://www.theverge.com/2022/4/28/23046385/snap-dress-up-ar-shopping
https://techcrunch.com/2022/01/26/snap-upgrades-its-ar-shopping-features-with-real-time-pricing-more-product-details/
https://www.engadget.com/ikea-ar-app-lets-you-preview-its-furniture-in-your-own-house-130004284.html
https://www.techradar.com/news/ikeas-new-iphone-app-can-delete-and-replace-your-old-furniture
https://www.retaildive.com/news/amazon-virtual-try-on-shoes/625148/
https://www.retaildive.com/news/pinterest-adds-augmented-reality-feature-for-home-decor/618088/
https://app.cbinsights.com/research/walmart-acquires-memomi-competitors-fittingbox-luna-styledotme-virtooal/
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Sources: Modern Retail, 2/28/22; Amazon News, 1/20/22; Retail Dive, 7/15/22

In Amazon “Style” stores’ fitting 

rooms, customers can use 

touchscreens to browse more options, 

rate items, receive suggestions of 

other items based on those ratings, 

and request more styles to be 

delivered to their fitting rooms.

Fabletics and the Rihanna-backed 

Savage by Fenty are partnering 

with Fit:Match for their brick-and-

mortar stores to enable customers 

to scan their bodies and receive 

recommendations for sizes to try 

on in-store.

The “Nike Style” store includes a 

content studio that enables any 

shopper to be a content creator 

via customizable backdrops for 

social media channels and has 

QR codes throughout the store 

that allow shoppers to open AR-

based art installation experiences.

Emerging H-commerce technology is turning store changing rooms into 
digital control centers and store aisles into social media studios

https://www.modernretail.co/retailers/brands-and-retailers-are-giving-their-fitting-rooms-a-high-tech-upgrade/
https://www.aboutamazon.com/news/retail/amazon-reimagines-in-store-shopping-with-amazon-style
https://www.retaildive.com/news/nike-opens-new-store-concept-nike-style/627400/
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1. Continued e-commerce growth combined with the 

resurgence of in-store shopping has ushered in the 

era of hybrid shopping—or "H-commerce.”

2. Not to be confused with omnichannel, H-commerce 

is defined by the fusion of online and offline 

shopping.

3. Established and DTC brands are recalibrating their 

go-to-market strategies to meet the expectations of 

the H-commerce shopper.

4. Brands and retailers are investing in technology to 

provide seamless H-commerce shopping 

experiences.

Welcome to H-Commerce: Recap
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Disruption #2

A Seismic Shift: The 
Explosion of the Creator 
Economy and Redefining 
"Must-See TV"
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1. Mass interest in creators is altering the balance of power 

from professionally-produced, "Hollywood" content to 

creator content.

2. Production investment in broadcast/cable TV and film is 

decreasing while investment in creators is skyrocketing.

3. Brand investment in creator content is growing faster 

than investment in TV and streaming content.

4. Content creators are leveraging their power to build 

successful consumer product brands.

5. Viewership of creator content now accounts for a 

significant share of viewership in America's living rooms.

The Shift to the Creator Economy: Key Themes

Source: SignalFire

https://signalfire.com/blog/creator-economy/
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Sources: Forbes, 9/6/22; United States Census Bureau, 10/4/22; twistarticle

The top 50 creators combined follower count of 1.9 billion is more than 5x larger 
than the total U.S. population

https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexandrasternlicht/2022/09/06/top-creators-2022/
https://www.census.gov/popclock/
https://twistarticle.com/youtube-india-discloses-top-youtube-creators-of-2020-carryminati-holds-the-top-position/
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39%
38%

22%

User-created content Watching traditional TV content and
video content on subscription-based

streaming apps

Other traditional
studio media

Weekly Content Consumption, Average % Share of Content Hours

Sources: Variety, 1/4/22; Media Post, 1/5/22

• Creator content represents for 39% of weekly media hours consumed by Americans 13+ vs. 20% for video 

content on subscription-based streaming apps and 18% for traditional TV content (38% total)

Consumers are now spending more time with creator content than with 
Hollywood-produced (professionally-produced) content

(e.g., streaming music from popular 

artists, audio content/podcasts 

from studios/publishers) 

(e.g., video, gaming/gameplay, audio 

content/podcasts, and music)

https://variety.com/2022/digital/news/cta-user-generated-content-study-1235146175/
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/369958/ugc-commands-39-of-weekly-media-time-spent-ugc-v.html
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Sources: Rolling Stone, 8/17/22; Professor Scott Galloway, 5/20/22; Deloitte, 3/28/22

Creator driven TikTok generated 2x more time spent than Netflix in 2021

Estimated Number of Minutes Watched in 2021
Global

22.6 trillion minutes

9.6 trillion minutes 

https://www.rollingstone.com/culture-council/articles/content-is-king-then-what-are-content-creators-1397246/
https://www.profgalloway.com/tiktok-boom/
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/technology/digital-media-trends-consumption-habits-survey/summary.html
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Sources: Bloomberg, 9/1/22; The Wall Street Journal, 8/26/22; IBISWorld, 4/28/22; Variety, 4/26/22

Broadcast/Cable Television Production in the U.S.

Market Size

TV production investment is down nearly 20% since 2018 as the 
Hollywood Economy faces headwinds 

• NBCUniversal is looking to trim as much as $1 

billion from its cable and broadcast TV division 

budget and is considering pulling back on 

primetime programming hours as interest in 

broadcast TV is dwindling

• Warner Bros. Discovery paused scripted 

programming production for its TNT and TBS 

cable channels as part of a $3 billion cost-

cutting strategy 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

$60,000

$50,000

$40,000

$30.000

$20,000

$10,000

0

-17%

Millions 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-09-01/comcast-debates-up-to-1-billion-in-budget-cuts-at-tv-networks#xj4y7vzkg
https://www.wsj.com/articles/nbc-considers-cutting-back-programming-hours-in-prime-time-11661532206?st=jrq8w4wtkzigedw
https://www.ibisworld.com/industry-statistics/market-size/television-production-united-states/
https://variety.com/2022/tv/news/tnt-tbs-scripted-programming-development-scrapped-warner-bros-discovery-1235241348/?fbclid=IwAR0erPqk3D7_6FTIgYG9DZFp1cuxCTNK80eGMkuKIecbbtW5hwL5G1sLctc
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Sources: CNBC, 9/3/22; Los Angeles Times, 8/18/22

• The film industry has released nearly half the number of films in 2022 vs. 2019 and consumer box office sales are 

down by nearly $2.5 billion–31% lower than 2019

• Movie theaters are reporting billions of dollars in debt, including Cineworld with $8.9 billion and AMC with $5.4 billion

And in film, production rates remain well below pre-pandemic levels

42

22

75

46

Summer

2019

Summer

2022

Jan-Aug

2019

Jan-Aug

2022

Domestic gross

$4.21B

$3.34B

$7.73B

$5.32B

No. of releases

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/09/03/how-the-summer-box-office-sizzled-then-fizzled-in-charts.html
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/business/story/2022-08-18/amid-a-bleak-box-office-period-amc-theatres-seeks-to-reassure-investors
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Creator Economy Production Funding:

Amount and Number of Investment Deals

Amount of 

funding ($M)

Numbers 

of deals

$206M $245M
$502M $520M

$3,317M

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

26

43
52

84

162

In contrast, production in the Creator Economy has increased 15x since 2017

Sources: CB Insights, 2022

https://app.cbinsights.com/cxn/2923/177988
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Sources: Tech Crunch, 8/5/22; 6/21/22; Search Engine Land, 7/19/22; Marketing Dive, 9/19/22; 5/4/22; Shopify, 8/16/22; Retail Dive, 8/25/22; Digiday, 9/27/22; 5/4/22; 11/22/21

In fact, social platforms, publishers, and e-commerce platforms are building tools 
and programs to bolster the Creator Economy

https://techcrunch.com/2022/08/05/meta-testing-livestreaming-platform-influencers-super/
https://techcrunch.com/2022/06/21/meta-new-monetization-tools-on-instagram-facebook-creator-marketplace/
https://searchengineland.com/youtube-partners-with-shopify-to-deliver-shopping-tools-for-creators-brands-386590
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/espn-sports-creator-network-gen-z-tiktok/632160/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/snapchat-cameo-brand-creator-ads-NewFronts/623175/
https://news.shopify.com/connecting-creators-with-shopifys-millions-of-merchants-introducing-shopify-collabs
https://www.retaildive.com/news/shopify-launches-collabs-creators-brands/630216/
https://digiday.com/marketing/how-squarespace-is-marketing-more-directly-to-the-creator-economy/
https://digiday.com/media/inside-the-evolution-of-buzzfeeds-creators-program/
https://digiday.com/future-of-tv/tastemade-adds-programs-to-sell-and-manage-subscriptions-events-for-creators/
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Creator content ad spend is growing twice as fast as spend on professionally-produced 
TV/streaming content

$85.9
$98.2

$108.7

2020 2021 2022

Professionally-Produced TV/Video Ad Spend ($B)

+14%

+11%

$2.9

$3.9

$5.0

2020 2021 2022

Creator Content Ad Spend ($B)

+35%

+28%

Sources: eMarketer, 8/23/22; IAB, SMI and Advertiser Perceptions, 5/2/22

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/influencer-marketing-2022
https://www.iab.com/insights/2021-video-ad-spend-2022-outlook/
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Source: Marketing Dive, 7/18/22; 4/11/22; 3/22/22; 2/28/22; 12/9/21; IAB Brand Disruption Research 2022, 11/8/21

Brands across categories are aggressively leveraging creator talent for their 
advertising initiatives

37%

48%

48%

44%

40%

36%

38%

40%

Mega/Celeb Influencers
(1M+ followers)

Macro Influencers
(109K-1M followers)

Micro Influencers
(10K-100K followers)

Nano Influencers
(1K-10K followers)

Since Pre-COVID New Since COVID

Types of Creator Partnerships Leveraged by Brands
• Eight in 10 brands now use creator 

advertising—up from ~50% pre-COVID

• Coca-Cola, Denny’s, IHOP, Pepsi, 

and Toyota are among the brands that 

this year have either done or debuted 

creator pushes

84%

86%

77%

84%

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/toyota-corolla-tiktok-creator-economy-dance-challenge/627472/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/ihop-influencers-pancakes-loyalty/621887
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/pepsi-enlists-silent-tiktok-star-khaby-lame-to-pour-new-nitro-cola/620789/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/dennys-refreshes-247-heritage-with-help-of-diverse-tiktok-stars/619513/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/coca-cola-spotlights-bipoc-creators-with-tiktok-debut/611237/
https://www.iab.com/insights/brand-disruption-2022-the-iab-annual-report-on-the-evolving-consumer-ecosystem/
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Sources: Forbes, 9/8/22; MrBeast via Twitter, 9/4/22; Seventeen, 7/18/22; Axios, 7/13/22; Variety, 9/8/21; Elle, 8/12/21; WWD, 8/3/20; Sephora

Since launching in late 2020, 

MrBeast Burger has grown to 

eclipse the brick-and-mortar 

footprint of Applebee’s with 

over 1,700 virtual ghost kitchen 

locations. It’s first-ever physical 

location garnered a line of more 

than 10,000 people in the first 10 

minutes of being open. 

With over 135 million+ social media followers, 

Addison Rae has been able to:

• Secure a multi-film contract with Netflix

• Expand her brand ITEM Beauty into 

Sephora stores within one year of its August 

2020 launch

• And launched a toy line with Walmart this 

summer—both in-store and online—that is 

expanding to other retailers included Amazon

As the Creator Economy soars, creator brands are becoming multi-platform 
businesses

https://www.forbes.com/sites/aliciakelso/2022/09/08/how-mrbeast-burgers-success-could-impact-the-restaurant-industry/?sh=42872c151228
https://twitter.com/MrBeast/status/1566440114921897986
https://www.seventeen.com/celebrity/a40613941/addison-rae-fashion-doll/
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/13/addison-rae-doll-toy-walmart-amazon
https://variety.com/2021/film/news/addison-rae-tiktok-netflix-hes-all-that-1235052075/
https://www.elle.com/beauty/a37259841/addison-rae-sephora-item-beauty/
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/beauty-features/addison-rae-tiktok-influencer-item-beauty-ipsy-1203691820/
https://www.sephora.com/brand/item-beauty/makeup-cosmetics
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Hollywood celebrities are tapping into the Creator Economy’s momentum to launch 
their own brands and brand extensions

Sources: Forbes, 9/21/22; 3/11/22; The Cut, 8/5/22; WWD, 7/8/22; Modern Retail, 4/12/22; CNBC, 2/6/22

https://www.forbes.com/sites/marisadellatto/2022/09/21/brad-pitt-is-latest-celebrity-to-launch-a-beauty-brand/?sh=1e7035081a1f
https://www.forbes.com/sites/tanyaklich/2022/03/11/rihannas-savage-x-fenty-lingerie-weighing-an-ipo-at-a-3-billion-valuation/?sh=1ce5977a21f0
https://www.thecut.com/article/celebrity-beauty-lines-guide.html
https://wwd.com/beauty-industry-news/beauty-features/celebrity-beauty-brands-2022-kim-kardashian-scarlett-johansson-1235187895/
https://www.modernretail.co/startups/this-is-a-serious-investment-more-dtc-brands-are-bringing-on-celebrity-co-founders/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/06/jessica-alba-on-building-honest-company-defying-expectations-therapy.html#:~:text=In%20May%202021%2C%20just%20days,valued%20at%20roughly%20%24550%20million
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Sources: Nielsen, 7/21/22; Google, 2/23/22; The Information, 6/23/21; Marketing Dive, 1/6/22; TikTok, 11/22/21; Business of Apps, 8/19/22

• YouTube now represents over 

50% of ad-supported streaming 

watch time on CTVs among 

people 18+

• With the launch of the its TV app, 

TikTok is taking its 1.2 billion 

monthly users to CTVs

Creators are infiltrating America's living rooms: Half of CTV AVOD watch-time is now 
attributed to YouTube

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/nielsen-launches-four-screen-ad-deduplication-its-methodology-which-will-be-used-for-youtube-301591075.html
https://blog.google/products/ads-commerce/youtube-brandcast-2022/
https://www.theinformation.com/articles/youtubes-audience-on-tvs-soars-but-tv-advertisers-go-slow
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/tiktok-brings-viral-videos-to-tvs-in-gyms-restaurants-through-ooh-deal/616744/
https://newsroom.tiktok.com/en-us/tiktok-tv
https://www.businessofapps.com/data/tik-tok-statistics/
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1. Mass interest in creators is altering the balance of power 

from professionally-produced, "Hollywood" content to 

creator content.

2. Production investment in broadcast/cable TV and film is 

decreasing while investment in creators is skyrocketing.

3. Brand investment in creator content is growing faster 

than investment in TV and streaming content.

4. Content creators are leveraging their power to build 

successful consumer product brands.

5. Viewership of creator content now accounts for a 

significant share of viewership in America's living rooms.

The Shift to the Creator Economy: Recap

Source: SignalFire

https://signalfire.com/blog/creator-economy/


Disruption #3

Beyond The Hype:           
The Metaverse Will Be a 
Shopping Medium
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1. Dollars flowing into gaming—a precursor to the 

metaverse—have brands testing and building 

storefronts in virtual, metaverse-like gaming 

environments.

2. Commerce storefronts in the metaverse are being 

built in anticipation of market potential and 

consumer intent.

3. Brands, retailers, and platforms are already 

capitalizing on current day, metaverse commerce 

opportunities.

The Metaverse Will Be a Shopping Medium: Key Themes

Source: Forbes

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackkelly/2021/10/25/vonage-is-on-a-voyage-to-web3-and-the-metaverse-with-ai-driven-conversational-commerce-transforming-the-online-shopping-experience/?sh=4dc6013a6017
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Sources: Rishad Tobaccowala, 7/17/22, Statista, 9/22/20; eMarketer, 4/25/22

• More money is being spent in 

gaming than on movies and 

music combined

• In-mobile game virtual goods 

commerce alone is a $19 billion 

industry in the U.S.

The precursor for commerce in the metaverse is present in today's massive 
$150 billion gaming industry

Global Revenue of Selected Entertainment

Industry Sectors

Gaming Box Office Music

Mobile: 45%

Console: 32%

PC: 23%

$145.7B

$42.5B

$20.2B

https://rishad.substack.com/p/the-future-of-the-internet
https://www.statista.com/chart/22392/global-revenue-of-selected-entertainment-industry-sectors/
https://chart-na1.emarketer.com/256243/us-total-gaming-in-app-spending-virtual-goods-vs-subscriptions-2020-2026-billions
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• In 2021, nearly six billion virtual items (both free and paid) were transacted in Roblox

Metaverse-like storefronts are being monetized in today's virtual gaming worlds

Sources: Marketing Dive, 7/28/22; 7/7/22; Retail Dive, 5/31/22; 2/17/22; Roblox, 1/6/22

Dick’s Sporting Goods launched 

a virtual high school in Roblox 

where users can earn currency to 

purchase back-to-school gear, 

complete challenges, and socialize 

with other players.

Gucci launched a virtual store in 

May 2022 in Roblox called “Gucci 

Town” where users can purchase 

and collect digital Gucci items.

Forever 21’s virtual shop in Roblox 

called “Shop City" enabled users to 

manage a digital store, purchase digital 

products for their avatars via monthly 

product drops, as well as purchase 

products IRL on its website.

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/dicks-sporting-goods-roblox-back-school/628328/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/virtual-world-shopping-is-not-the-metaverse-report/626754/
https://www.retaildive.com/news/gucci-town-roblox-metaverse/624612/
https://www.retaildive.com/news/should-more-retailers-be-on-roblox-metaverse/618769/
https://blog.roblox.com/2022/01/year-roblox-2021-data/
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Source: Cowen Investment Banking; Gartner via Retail Touch Points, 7/29/22; McKinsey, 5/24/22; Commerce Next via Smart Brief, 5/3/22; Obsess, 1/25/22; Deloitte, April 2022

• Nearly one in three (30%) global companies will have 

products and services ready for sale in the metaverse 

by 2026

• 41% of consumers said they’d like to be able to shop 

in the metaverse

• 60% of Gen Z consumers believe brands should sell 

products in the metaverse

• One in four consumers have already shopped in 

metaverse-like, virtual stores—70% of which have 

made a purchase

Metaverse commerce is estimated to be $2 trillion market by 2030

Shopping Use Cases 

in the Metaverse

Product

• Product testing and 

try-on

• Branded digital 

product

• Digital and physical 

integration

• NFT partnerships 

and licensing

Commerce

• Enhanced e-

commerce shopping

• Augmented store

experience

• Planogram and

layout visualization

• Metaverse

demo/digital stores

https://www.retailtouchpoints.com/blog/metaverse-and-retail-why-consumers-will-be-looking-at-the-metaverse-as-the-next-big-shopping-venue
https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/growth-marketing-and-sales/our-insights/value-creation-in-the-metaverse
https://corp.smartbrief.com/original/2022/05/41-of-consumers-want-to-shop-in-virtual-worlds
https://www.prweb.com/releases/new_study_reveals_how_gen_z_consumers_are_shopping_in_the_metaverse/prweb18455762.htm
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/consulting/articles/metaverse-for-the-future-of-retail.html
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Sources: Fox Phoenix, 4/5/22; PYMNTS, 4/11/22; Marketing Dive, 1/18/22; Insider, 12/14/21; Business Of Fashion, 11/2/21

Walmart filed seven 

trademark applications for 

virtual goods, including 

furniture, toys and sporting 

gear, and downloadable 

software for crypto portfolio 

management or electronic 

wallet establishment

Mastercard filed fifteen

NFT and metaverse 

trademark applications for 

its slogan and logo for 

digital assets, processing 

card transactions, and 

adding its name to events 

in the metaverse

Nike filed four trademark 

applications for virtual 

goods in the U.S., including 

headwear, eyewear, bags, 

backpacks, and sports 

equipment and acquired 

virtual goods company 

RTFKT

McDonald’s filed a 

trademark application for a 

virtual fast-food restaurant

and for virtual goods and 

services

In preparation, brands and retailers are already protecting their metaverse 
commerce IP

https://www.fox10phoenix.com/news/mcdonalds-to-enter-the-metaverse-files-trademark-for-virtual-restaurant-goods-and-services
https://www.pymnts.com/metaverse/2022/mastercard-seeking-metaverse-and-nft-trademarks/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/walmart-signals-metaverse-plans-with-trademark-applications-around-virtual/617265/
https://www.businessinsider.com/nike-acquires-rtfkt-as-it-accelerates-metaverse-play-2021-12
https://www.businessoffashion.com/news/technology/nike-files-for-virtual-goods-trademarks-in-shoes-apparel/
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Sources: Kertner Group, 5/17/22; New York Post, 2/22/22; Juniper Research via Consumer Goods Technology, 1/18/22; Tech Crunch, 6/17/22; Forbes, 9/8/20

• Selling digital fashion, skins, and other goods and experiences 

directly to consumers’ avatars—“direct-to-avatar” (DTA)—is a key 

driver of metaverse commerce and is expected to generate $50 

billion in sales from skins alone in 2022 and potentially top $1 

trillion by the end of the decade

• Brands and platforms, including American Eagle, Gucci, 

Balenciaga, Fendi, and Meta, are already embracing DTA by 

launching digital clothing collections and digital clothing stores

• “The possibilities are truly endless for brands in this avatar 

economy, as avatars will extend the scope of storytelling for 

brands… The direct-to-avatar model is linked closely to the direct-

to-consumer model, and that allows brands to side-step supply 

chains and sell clothes that don’t exist in real life directly to the 

avatars themselves.”

--Cassandra Napoli, WGSN Insights

In metaverse commerce, selling products “direct-to-avatar” is the new DTC

https://ketnergroup.com/2022/05/17/direct-to-avatar-retails-next-big-thing/#:~:text=According%20to%20Crucible%2C%20Direct%2Dto,%241%20trillion%20during%20this%20decade
https://nypost.com/2022/02/22/luxury-labels-like-gucci-selling-virtual-fashion-for-avatars/
https://consumergoods.com/nrf-2022-direct-avatar-strategy-imperative-brands-prepping-metaverse-entry
https://techcrunch.com/2022/06/17/meta-digital-clothing-store-avatar/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/cathyhackl/2020/08/09/is-direct-to-avatar-the-next-direct-to-consumer/?sh=22bb731f102a
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Sources: Tech Crunch, 8/3/22; Marketing Dive, 6/24/22; Input, 9/8/22; The Verge, 12/17/21; 12/16/21; Forbes, 4/8/22; Citi, 3/30/22; CB Insights, 2/1/22; American Eagle

• VC funding to NFT startups grew 130x YoY in 

2021 to $4.8 billion as investors bet on the 

promise of NFTs as collectible assets, brand 

equity drivers, and significant players in Web3 and 

the metaverse

• Nearly 17 million NFT transactions—worth $18.4 

billion—were executed between April 2021 and 

March 2022

• Adidas, American Eagle, and Puma are using 

NFTs to sell special digital and real-life products to 

NFT owners, while Starbucks leverages them for 

loyalty rewards

Metaverse commerce is thriving via the $18.4 billion NFT market which brands are 
already using to monetize digital and IRL assets and drive loyalty

https://techcrunch.com/2022/08/03/starbucks-to-unveil-its-web3-based-rewards-program-next-month/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/american-eagle-outfitters-launches-nft-apparel-shop/626122
https://www.inputmag.com/style/puma-black-station-nft-physical-sneakers?mod=djemCMOToday
https://www.theverge.com/2021/12/17/22843104/adidas-nfts-metaverse-sold-bored-ape
https://www.theverge.com/2021/12/16/22822143/adidas-nft-launch-into-the-metaverse-price-release-date
https://www.forbes.com/advisor/investing/cryptocurrency/nft-non-fungible-token/
https://icg.citi.com/icghome/what-we-think/citigps/insights/metaverse-and-money_20220330
https://app.cbinsights.com/research/report/blockchain-trends-2021
https://www.ae.com/us/en/x/the-nft-apparel-shop
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Sources: Obsess Marketing Collateral; Forbes, 11/24/21; Retail TouchPoints, 11/8/21; Wunderman Thompson, 8/23/21

• Obsess creates realistic, virtual replicas of brands’ 

actual stores, enabling consumers to experience the 

sights, sounds, and camaraderie of IRL shopping 

from the convenience of their own homes

• Obsess is being leveraged by a diverse set of 

brands, including American Girl, Ralph Lauren, 

Dermalogica, NBCUniversal, Charlotte Tilbury, 

and theSkimm

Metaverse-storefronts-as-a-service companies (MSaaS) are building virtual stores to 
transform commerce into a lifelike 3D experiences

https://www.forbes.com/sites/janehanson/2021/11/24/meet-obsess-the-company-powering-an-immersive-e-commerce-revolution-for-holiday-and-beyond/?sh=5b9bfeb12499
https://www.retailtouchpoints.com/topics/retail-innovation/how-american-girl-is-bringing-its-flagship-store-experience-to-the-world-virtually
https://www.wundermanthompson.com/insight/neha-singh-founder-and-ceo-obsess
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1. Dollars flowing into gaming—a precursor to the 

metaverse—have brands testing and building 

storefronts in virtual, metaverse-like gaming 

environments.

2. Commerce storefronts in the metaverse are being 

built in anticipation of market potential and 

consumer intent.

3. Brands, retailers, and platforms are already 

capitalizing on current day, metaverse commerce 

opportunities.

The Metaverse Will Be a Shopping Medium: Recap

Source: Forbes

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackkelly/2021/10/25/vonage-is-on-a-voyage-to-web3-and-the-metaverse-with-ai-driven-conversational-commerce-transforming-the-online-shopping-experience/?sh=4dc6013a6017


Disruption #4

The Privacy Priority:

Real-World 
Repercussions for All
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The Privacy Priority: Key Themes

Source: SIA

1. Ongoing privacy legislation will not only further 

challenge brands' ability to assess advertising 

performance but also increase the likelihood of 

lawsuits and penalties.

2. Privacy legislation and ongoing signal loss have 

jeopardized the value and vitality of platforms and 

DTC brands.

3. Brands are innovating to recoup lost revenue from 

signal loss and evolving their go to market 

strategies in a privacy-compliant way.

4. This is not the time to sit on the sidelines. Get 

educated and explore new privacy-driven 

opportunities in the market.

https://www.securityindustry.org/2019/02/22/more-states-considering-data-privacy-legislation/
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Source: Google, 7/27/22; AdAge, 7/27/22; AdExchanger, 7/27/22; Adweek, 7/27/22.    

• Based on industry feedback on the 

need for more time to evaluate and 

test new Privacy Sandbox 

technologies, Google will begin to 

phase out third-party cookies in 

Chrome in the second-half of 2024

Although Google delayed third-party cookie deprecation until 2024...

https://blog.google/products/chrome/update-testing-privacy-sandbox-web/?_ga=2.75032342.584465463.1659978896-1426568776.1658769739
https://adage.com/article/digital-marketing-ad-tech-news/google-delays-cookies-demise-2024/2424681
https://www.adexchanger.com/privacy/google-delays-the-end-of-third-party-cookies-again-from-2023-to-the-end-of-2024/
https://www.adweek.com/programmatic/google-pushes-third-party-cookie-demise-to-2024/#:~:text=The%20ad%20industry%20to%20test%20Google's%20Privacy%20Sandbox%20instead&text=Google%20said%20today%20it%20would,the%20phaseout%20to%20late%202023
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Source: The National Law Review, 8/8/22

• Ongoing privacy legislation will continue to challenge ad targeting, measurement, and ROI—crucial 

tactics that brands require to survive and thrive

...Five new state privacy laws will go into effect in 2023—leaving brands to 
rethink their data-driven strategies

January 1, 2023:  

The California Privacy 
Rights Act (CPRA)   

Virginia Consumer Data 
Protection Act (CDPA)

July 1, 2022:     

Colorado Privacy Act (CPA)     

Connecticut Act Concerning 
Personal Data Privacy and 
Online Monitoring (CTPDA) 

December 31, 2023: 

Utah Consumer Privacy Act 
(UCPA)

https://www.natlawreview.com/article/are-you-ready-2023-new-privacy-laws-to-take-effect-next-year
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Sources: AdAge, 8/29/22; Adweek, 8/24/22; AdExchanger, 8/22/22; Tech Crunch, 8/5/22

No company will be immune from legal penalties as privacy lawsuits are moving 
beyond the largest platforms

https://adage.com/article/digital-marketing-ad-tech-news/ftc-lawsuit-against-kochava-data-practices-warning-ad-industry/2427626
https://www.adweek.com/programmatic/sephora-violates-california-privacy-law/
https://www.adexchanger.com/privacy/oracles-third-party-tracking-is-the-target-of-a-privacy-lawsuit/
https://techcrunch.com/2022/08/05/criteo-gdpr-breaches-cnil/
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• Approximately 50-60% of the 

signal fidelity from third-party 

identifiers has been lost due 

to actions from companies 

like Apple, Firefox, Brave, etc.

Sources: IAB and MediaScience, 9/13/22; AdExchanger, 6/7/22; Apple, 1/27/21

Concurrently, operating systems and browsers have already shrunk the size of the 
addressable audience brands can use to target and measure ROI

https://iab.com/state-of-data-2022
https://www.adexchanger.com/content-studio/how-to-reprioritize-ios-retargeting-in-a-post-att-landscape/
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2021/01/data-privacy-day-at-apple-improving-transparency-and-empowering-users/
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Source: Insider, 4/26/22

Due to Apple’s privacy changes alone, digital platforms are expected to lose billions 
of revenue in 2022

Estimated 2022 Revenue Impact on Big Tech From Apple’s

Privacy Changes

9.6%

6.5%

5.4%

9.7%

Company

Meta

Snap

YouTube

Twitter

Revenue

Impact ($USD)

$12.81B

$546.00M

$2.20B

$323.00M

Revenue Impact (%)

https://www.businessinsider.com/impact-apple-privacy-changes-meta-youtube-snap-twitter-lotame-2022-4
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Sources: Insider, 5/16/22; The Drum, 4/28/22; SimplicityDX, 7/19/22; Financial Times, 8/9/22; IAB & Ipsos, 2/8/22

• Due to Apple’s privacy changes, 

increased privacy legislation, and the 

demise of third-party cookies, CPMs 

are up 36%-185% YoY and customer 

acquisition costs (CACs) have also 

risen 60%-300%

Brands are seeing significant increases in CPMs and customer acquisition 
costs due to privacy changes and resulting signal loss

https://www.businessinsider.com/digital-ad-prices-are-skyrocketing-in-2022-2
https://www.thedrum.com/opinion/2022/04/28/the-price-digital-ads-has-skyrocketed-here-s-how-counteract-it
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220719005425/en/Brands-Losing-a-Record-29-for-Each-New-Customer-Acquired
https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2022/08/small-businesses-count-cost-of-apples-privacy-changes/
https://www.iab.com/insights/2022-iab-state-of-data/
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Sources: CB Insights analysis of nearly 1600 DTC brands across consumer categories as of 10/6/22; CNBC, 3/14/22

• Unable to optimize effectively, DTC 

companies are now spending more money 

for worse results, eating into their margins. 

“The iOS 14 privacy changes affected 

everything… The internal metrics and 

mechanisms that Meta uses for attribution 

are off somewhere around 30, 40, or 50%.”

-David Herrmann, Herrmann Digital, LLC

• Per an analysis by Big Technology, almost 

all public DTC companies with market caps 

of more than $800 million are dealing with 

revenue contraction, shrinking margins, and 

runaway losses, leading to stock price 

drops (ranging from 19-64%) and billions 

lost in market cap 

In fact, signal loss as a result of operating system privacy changes is a key driver of 
decreased DTCs valuation and funding 

DTC Funding: Amount and Number of Investment Deals

6,340

10,509

7,011 7,014

6,307

3,866

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

443

547

516

406

247

145

Amount of funding 

($M)

Number of deals

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/14/the-direct-to-consumer-craze-is-slamming-into-reality.html
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Source: Business Insider, 7/9/22; Modern Retail, 9/1/22; 2/8/22

To pivot, DTCs are getting closer to Amazon—after years of avoiding their “frenemy"

• "Two main factors driving [DTC furniture brand] Floyd’s decision to 

dedicate less of its advertising budget toward Facebook...One, it 

became more difficult to track the effectiveness of its Facebook ads 

following the iOS14 update because—coinciding with the update—

Facebook got rid of its seven-day attribution window."

-Rachel Brown, SVP Marketing, DTC Furniture Brand Floyd

• "Within the last 12 to 18 months, these headwinds have caused folks to 

look for new streams of profitable revenue growth… And whether they 

find it or not on Amazon, it's only natural for them to test it out.“

-Kyle Widrick, Founder and CEO, DTC Holding Co. Win Brands Group

https://www.businessinsider.com/dtc-brands-sell-on-amazon-amid-rising-customer-acquisition-costs-2022-6
https://www.modernretail.co/marketing/how-bravo-sierra-is-faring-one-year-after-turning-off-facebook-advertising
https://www.modernretail.co/startups/dtc-briefing-one-year-after-ios14-startups-are-still-struggling-to-adapt/
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Source: Modern Retail, 6/28/22; Blendjet; Brooklinen

• Portable blender company, BlendJet, which 

originally launched its marketplace to sell 

complimentary products to its own product, now 

sells products from 10 different brands

• Brooklinen is another DTC that has a marketplace 

with products complementary to their offerings, i.e., 

home decor and accessories

Another tactic DTCs are leveraging to offset rising CAC is creating marketplaces 
as an additional revenue stream

https://www.modernretail.co/startups/dtc-briefing-why-blendjet-launched-its-own-marketplace/
https://blendjet.com/marketplace
https://www.brooklinen.com/pages/bedroom-spaces-by-brooklinen
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Established brands are offsetting CAC by implementing tech-based, post-purchase 
experiences to retain customers

Al-powered virtual agents
Rachel asks a holographic Al-powered 

virtual avatar to help guide her through a 

new recipe.

Automated logistics and 

reverse logistics

Rachel goes to an automated 

delivery and pickup locker to 

exchange her cooking robot for 

a newer model.

Interactive product setup and care

After picking up her cooking robot, 

Rachel follows an AR-based tutorial on 

her smartglasses to set up her robot.

Predictive customer service

Two months later, Rachel’s cooking 

robot requires maintenance due to a 

faulty component. She gets an alert on 

her smartwatch to schedule an 

appointment with a repair person.

Embedded recommerce

Rachel is notified that a new model of 

her cooking robot just launched and 

is given the chance to sell her old 

one for store credit through the 

retailer’s resale program.

Utility NFTs

Rachel's cooking robot came with a 

branded NFT, giving her exclusive 

access to virtual cooking classes 

and discounts on select groceries.

Future of the Post-purchase Journey

Point of purchase

New Model

• Mercedes and Shisheido are using tech-based, post-purchase experiences to engage and retain customers—and to 

offset elevated CAC. Both provide AR-based customer service offerings for installations and setups.

https://app.cbinsights.com/research/walmart-acquires-memomi-competitors-fittingbox-luna-styledotme-virtooal/
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Since signal loss has made it harder for brands 

to track a customer’s journey and the individual 

attribution of their ad spend, brands are looking 

to other KPIs for performance including 

advertising cost of sales (ACOS), marketing 

efficiency rating (MER), and weighted customer 

acquisition cost (weighted CAC).

Brands are measuring success with new metrics less reliant on depleted signals

Agencies, such as Dentsu and IPG’s Mediahub are now 

transacting on attention metrics—which don’t rely on third-

party cookies or the use of personal data. Havas is 

partnering with Lumen to create attention-based planning, 

buying and measurement tools, and GroupM is factoring in 

attention metric capabilities as a factor for selecting new TV 

measurement partners. 

https://www.pennock.co/blog/modern-kpis-the-rise-of-acos-mer-and-weighted-cac
https://digiday.com/media/media-buying-briefing-attention-metrics-show-potential-at-top-and-bottom-of-marketing-funnel/
https://www.thedrum.com/profile/regital/news/attention-metrics-matter-and-theyre-about-to-matter-a-lot-more?
https://www.prweek.com/article/1795614/attention-metrics-becoming-nuanced-brands-ready-use-them
https://videoweek.com/2022/07/21/no-longer-a-novelty-attention-metrics-are-now-fully-ingrained-in-agencies-planning-and-measurement/
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/372977/dentsu-deploys-attention-metrics-begins-transac.html
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Are testing at least one new identity solution91% 

Source: MMA & BCG, April 2022

Nine in 10 brands are also pursuing alternative ID solutions to mitigate signal loss 
while ensuring privacy compliance

n Using/testing today    n Considering testing in future

What Solutions Are You Testing or Considering
% of Respondents

Google
(FloC/privacy sandbox)

Unified ID 2.0

Epsilon Core ID

ID5 Universal ID

LiveRamp ATS

Neustar Fabrick

Merkle’s Merkury

BritePool

None of the above

63%

34%

33%

27%

32%

27%

23%

23%

17%

28%

27%

28%

18%

22%

23%

23%

80%

62%

60%

55%

50%

49%

46%

46%

9%

https://www.mmaglobal.com/documents/year-change-digital-marketing?rt=1
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…And brands are investing in data clean rooms to leverage first-party data 
across buy- and sell-side ecosystems

• 80% of advertisers spending $1 billion+ on media will utilize data clean rooms by 2023

Partner / Publisher

Data 

Warehouse

Brand / Advertiser

Data 

Warehouse
Data Clean Room

https://www.adweek.com/programmatic/data-clean-rooms-are-gaining-pace/
https://www.adexchanger.com/data-exchanges/adexplainer-data-clean-rooms/
https://sharethis.com/data-topics/2021/09/data-clean-rooms-a-new-privacy-solution-for-data-driven-marketers/
https://trackier.com/blog/data-clean-rooms/
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The Privacy Priority: Recap

Source: SIA

1. Ongoing privacy legislation will not only further 

challenge brands' ability to assess advertising 

performance but also increase the likelihood of 

lawsuits and penalties.

2. Privacy legislation and ongoing signal loss have 

jeopardized the value and vitality of platforms and 

DTC brands.

3. Brands are innovating to recoup lost revenue from 

signal loss and evolving their go to market 

strategies in a privacy-compliant way.

4. This is not the time to sit on the sidelines. Get 

educated and explore new privacy-driven 

opportunities in the market.

https://www.securityindustry.org/2019/02/22/more-states-considering-data-privacy-legislation/
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Brand Disruption 2023: Key Takeaways

1. H-commerce, the fusion of online and offline shopping, is the gold standard in modern 

day shopping. Brands and retailers should ensure they are connecting the technological 

convenience of digital with the tactile nature of a physical presence.

2. The seismic shift in consumer and brand interest driving the Creator Economy is

redefining what consumers watch, how advertising is executed, and how consumer 

products are born. Brands and retailers should embrace a mix of creator-driven and 
professionally-produced content.

3. Beyond the hype, the metaverse will be a shopping medium. Brands and retailers should 

be testing its potential now and building plans to prepare for the shoppers who will be 

appearing at their virtual stores.

4. Privacy legislation is increasingly threatening businesses both large and 

small. Successful companies across the entire digital ecosystem are those that utilize 

tools and technology to recoup signal loss in a privacy-compliant manner.



Thank You!

Chris Bruderle (chris@iab.com)

Meredith Guiness (meredith@iab.com) 

mailto:chris@iab.com
mailto:meredith@iab.com


Thank you for attending
Download the IAB Brand Disruption 2023: Four Key Disruptions Challenging 

Brands, Retailers, and the Digital Ecosystem Presentation Here: 
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